CHEERICO - Mirror Cupcake Stand Range
Thank you for purchasing one of our Mirror cupcake stands. Please follow the guide below to ensure your product is assembled correctly and avoid potential
damage.
PLEASE NOTE: You must remove the manufacturers’ thin layer of protective cover off the top of the
mirror plates before assembling this product. Do not tear the white base as it will damage the
mirror plate. Leave the white base as it is.
ASSEMBLY GUIDE:
Parts: Mirror plates, head screws, double screws, acrylic rods and acrylic feet.
1. Remove the protective cover from the top of the plate. The base of the mirror plate is white in
color. Do not tear the white base as it will damage the mirror plates.
2. Begin by placing the feet to the underside of the bottom plate ensuring they are evenly
spaced. Acrylic feet are not adhesive so any mirror plate can be used as bottom tier.
3. Take a metal head screw and place it on to a flat surface where the stand is to be constructed.
4. Carefully line up the hole(s) of the largest plate with head screw ensuring the plate is resting
securely on the acrylic feet.
5. Now screw the first rod onto the screw thread of head screw making sure the mirror plate is
clamped firmly between two acrylic rods.
6. Continue by placing the next largest plate on to the screw thread of rod and tighten each
mirror plate as you go.
7. The final rod is to be used as the support for the final tier and the stand is completed by
adding the other head screw into the top.
CARE GUIDE:





The stand is made from mirror plates which will shatter if it is not looked after properly.
To clean the product use warm water with a little washing-up liquid and soft cloth.
Do not use any abrasive cleaning products.
Do not put the stand in dishwater.

If you have any questions, please contact us via contact@cheerico.com .

